Customizing RMS Receipt
Introduction:
Microsoft RMS receipts can be customized easily according to the end users need.
The receipt templates are saved as XML files in “C:\Program Files\Microsoft Retail
Management System\Store Operations\ReceiptTemplates” location. The content and
design of receipts can be modified as per the need, by either modifying the existing
XML file or creating new XML templates.

Receipt Templates:
Receipt templates provide multiple receipt formats grouped by transaction type.
Such as sales transaction, canceled transaction, payment transaction etc. Each
register can have 2 receipt templates for 2 receipt printers. Receipt templates
provide preview option and are easily customizable.
The receipt templates are saved in the database as XML string. The templates are
processed in a 2 step manner.
1. Compile pass :
Store operations manager takes the receipt template and processes
the conditional clause, variables and loops and generates a receipt
string in XML to be rendered.
2. Rendering pass :
It takes the output of compile pass and prints it to OPOS or windows
printer by processing the design \ layout nodes of receipt template.

Receipt Template Language:
Receipt template consists of receipt template legend, receipt template XML elements
and receipt template variables.
1. Receipt template legend:
This includes numeric expression, string expression, Boolean expression,
color and alignment string.
2. Receipt template XML elements:
These elements define the structure of receipt template and are of the
following types.
I. Conditional elements – determines which element in the receipt
template are rendered. (<IF>)
II. Graphical elements – determines the design format of receipt.
(<TABLE>, <ROW>,<COLUMNHEADER> , <LINE> etc)
III. Header elements – determines the information used in the entire receipt
(<DOCUMENT>,<FONT>,<OPOS> etc)
IV. Procedural elements - determines programmatic functionality such as
procedures, loops (<CALL>, <FOR>)
3. Receipt template variables:
These are pre defined set of variables. They can be manager variable or
POS variable. Some examples of POS variables are “Entry.Description”,

“Configuration.StoreName” and “Cashier.Name” etc. These variables will
provide information according to the current transaction in POS.

Fig: Shows a sample receipt template preview.

Configure Receipt Printer:
In the store operations manager under database menu, we have registers->register
list menu. The receipt format can be set to 2 available receipt printers. The receipts
can be printed in OPOS or windows printer. We can set the printer type, printing
options, device name in the register properties.

We can use the existing templates as a base for customizing receipt template as per
user need. Or else we can create new XML file. Another option is to generate the
receipt string using OPOS commands and sending to the OPOS printer to be printed.

